The white ink that will change the way you print

Fujifilm Supernova high opacity UV flexo white ink

FUJIFILM Value from Innovation
Fujifilm’s Supernova flexo white ink delivers high opacity in a single hit.

If you’re printing rotary screen or having to use two hits of flexo white to get the opacity you need, then look no further.

Supernova White by Fujifilm uses a high volume anilox roll to provide a smooth laydown of high opacity white at fast production speeds. A single hit performs exceptionally well as backing white, and also prints fine and reverse text at production speeds.

Ideal for all non-shrink flexo applications, Supernova White offers improved productivity and lower cost compared to rotary screen and conventional flexo white inks.

**Fujifilm Supernova White** features:

- Outstanding opacity characteristics
- Smooth laydown with no pinholing
- Very broad adhesion range
- Fast curing
- Very fine detail capability

**800S37142:** Latest version has all the attributes of Supernova White with ultra low curl characteristics.

For more information about Supernova White, contact your Fujifilm representative today.